EUROPEAN HYBRID SPECTROMETER (EHS)

Agenda for the Twenty-second Meeting of the Construction Committee (CC)

**Tuesday, June 23rd, 1981 at 4.00 p.m. at CERN**
EF Conference Room (14-4-030)

1. Approval of the Minutes of the Twenty-first Meeting
   (CERN/EF/EHS-CC/81-124)

2. Final Status Reports
   Part A:– Wire Chambers (G. Neuhofer)
   - M1 (H. Desportes)
   - RCBC (R. Newport)
   - CERN Budget (D. Güsewell)
   EHS Physics Programme (L. Montanet)

3. Concluding Remarks and Handling of Pending Points (I. Mannelli, A. Minten)

After the meeting, a modest dinner is offered, at Coop Restaurant.
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